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Abstract. Neural networks perform well in complex, data-driven tasks,
although guaranteeing their performance remains a challenge. Networks
that perform well on training and test sets are not guaranteed to general-
ize to unseen or untested settings; arbitrary behavior may occur. Despite
recent progress in verifying correctness properties of neural networks, it
is often unclear how to repair networks when a verifier finds a counterex-
ample. We present work in progress examining correct-by-construction
neural networks and the performance impact of guaranteeing safety dur-
ing training. Training a neural network amounts to exploring a high-
dimensional, non-convex parameter space to find the best-performing
point; we aim to study the impact of constraining such exploration dur-
ing training on convergence, training time, and the final loss. We propose
a study of safe training methods on the ACAS Xu neural network com-
pression task, for which explicit correctness properties have been stated.
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1 Introduction

Considerable research attention has been directed towards the use of neural
networks due to their suitability for complex, data-driven tasks such as image
classification, generative modeling, or other decision-making tasks. However, the
universal function approximation characteristics of neural networks make it chal-
lenging to guarantee their performance. Generalization is not guaranteed, even
if a network performs well on a training or test set. In safety-critical domains,
such unintended behavior may cost lives or damage valuable equipment. As such,
verification for these systems is a key research area.

Recent progress has been made in verifying neural networks with abstract
interpretation [3]. Abstract domains like zonotopes, convex polytopes, and more
are used to verify invariant specifications in recent work such as PRIMA [14]. Due
to the complexity of neural networks and their applications, a performant verifier
will likely find counterexamples (cases where the network does not perform as
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intended), which must be addressed by retraining. However, it is not obvious
how to retrain and guarantee that the same counterexamples will not occur, or
that retraining will not introduce new counterexamples; after all, there is no
formal guarantee that training examples will all be classified correctly. We seek
to study how to guarantee correct behavior while integrating verifiers into the
training loop.

We are motivated to study this problem based on the following challenge:
training a neural network is a search problem in a high-dimensional vector space
over a non-convex surface, and constraining the search by enforcing safety likely
will impact performance. Unconstrained gradient descent methods may, for ex-
ample, escape local optima and discover more globally optimal parameters using
strategies like momentum [11]. However, if the network must satisfy safety prop-
erties throughout the entirety of training, the gradient steps may be limited to
a small domain of the loss landscape.

In the following section, we present a series of safe training approaches which
we aim to study using the ACAS Xu neural network compression task, a well-
studied benchmark for which formally verified safety properties have been stated
before [8,9]. This benchmark task provides clear input-output invariants that can
be propagated through the layers of the network using abstract interpretation
approaches and, correspondingly, used to constrain training to maintain safety
throughout. Note that enforcing “correct” behavior for neural networks is a
highly challenging task in which optimal performance may be computationally
infeasible due to high dimensionality, non-convexity with respect to training pa-
rameters, and problem complexity. We seek to ground this open-ended question
of safe training performance by beginning with a well-known benchmark task
that has been studied extensively in past work.

We propose to perform several safe training experiments to assess three ways
of constraining training to ensure the network takes safe actions. Two approaches
may not guarantee correct results or training may terminate early: the first
penalizes unsafety in the loss term and the second incorporates an “exploration
budget” into training. The third approach directly modifies the parameters of the
neural network during training using the intermediate representations computed
by a reachability-oriented verifier. We intend to comprehensively study which
properties were successfully verified and explore the impact of maintaining safety
during training on final performance metrics such as loss relative to the original
ACAS Xu lookup table.

1.1 ACAS Xu: A Case Study

The ACAS Xu collision avoidance system issues advisories to avoid near-misses
or mid-air collisions between two aircraft viewed from a top-down perspective;
as such advisories take forms like “Strong Left,” “Weak Right,” “Clear of Con-
flict,” and others. Correctness can be checked geometrically in this top-down
view: there are optimal advisories to maximally avoid a near-miss based on their
configuration. The original ACAS Xu system chooses advisories based on a large
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lookup table ranking 5 actions over 120 million states, which can be computa-
tionally demanding to store on embedded settings found in the low-resourced
unmanned aircraft for which ACAS Xu is intended. Past work examined com-
pressing the lookup table by approximating it first with a single and then multi-
ple neural networks [8]. In the course of that work, those authors generated ex-
plicit verification conditions to check the correctness of the advisories generated
by their neural network. They found counterexamples for properties dictating,
for example, when the system should yield a “weak left” advisory, in which the
trained deep neural network failed to return the correct advisory [9].

1.2 Safe Training Approaches

We intend to study the performance of several approaches for safe training;
note that some approaches are heuristics that may not guarantee correctness.
Our goal in this work is to study the effectiveness of certain approaches to safe
training; as such, we will consider non-differentiable or heuristic approaches to
compare them to other approaches with stronger guarantees.

The first approach, the unsafety penalty, computes the distance from the
trained regions corresponding to each collision advisory to the verified safe re-
gions from past work; this distance is used as part of the loss function used to
train. Integrating correctness properties is the most naive approach, though also
the simplest. By penalizing the system for the severity of the deviation from the
verified region, the training process drives the neural network towards satisfying
the geometric properties referenced above. We aim to test a variety of penalty
weights and study the effect of the penalty on the performance of the fully
trained neural network. The differentiablity of our loss penalty is a challenge
here: such penalties must be implemented so that backpropagation can produce
gradients with respect to the network weights. We envision building, for example,
an interval domain analyzer in Tensorflow and run in the loop when computing
loss [1].

The second approach allows the neural network to yield unsafe actions during
portions of training, if it eventually converges to safety. Because the loss function
is highly nonconvex in the weights and biases of the neural network, there is no
guarantee that training will converge directly to optimal, safe behavior. As such,
our second tactic will deploy an “exploration budget”: a set number of training
iterations during which training may yield unsafe actions, like the “temperature”
parameter in simulated annealing. If the network violates safety properties after
the exploration budget is expended, training begins anew from the last safe
parameter set.

In our third safe training strategy, we aim to leverage verification tools that
iteratively propagate some safe input set (such as the conditions under which
some property of action choice holds) to directly adjust the parameters of the
neural network so it always yields correct outputs; by modifying the weights in
the final hidden layer, we can shift the output set to lie entirely within a safe
output range. There are numerous reachability-based verifiers, like DeepPoly,
PRIMA, and CROWN; we would like to study the relative performance of this
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correct-by-construction approach using multiple verifiers in the loop. We aim
to provide empirical results for the number of verified properties and trained
performance for each approach and over various parameter values, such as the
weighting of the unsafety penalty, and number of training iterations used as the
exploration budget.

Our second and third approaches modify weights outside of the usual opti-
mizer loop, which often includes momentum and other parameters. We aim to
empirically study the effects of optimizer parameters. For example, we will eval-
uate performance with and without resetting momentum in our second approach
when weights are modified. For our third approach, we may modify optimizer
parameters like learning rate schedules based on the relative magnitude of the
change made: if the weights are shifted by a large amount, we may raise the learn-
ing rate correspondingly, but small shifts may be better suited to lower learning
rates. We will study the performance both with and without these heuristics in
order to analyze their effectiveness.

1.3 Evaluation

Our experiments are still in progress, so the precise metrics we will use to mea-
sure performance remain uncertain. However, there are a few components of
performance with which we are concerned. The primary motivation of this work
is seeing whether constraining neural networks to be safe during training pre-
vents them from learning effectively — functionally, whether safety-constrained
gradient descent stays trapped in some initial configuration or fails to make
progress because it does not satisfy desired properties. As such, we intend to
examine the difference in loss compared to an unconstrained neural network.
Another natural performance metric is the number or percentage of properties
certified as correct, as this work is intended to study methods that guarantee
safety. Additionally, we want to study the additional computational burden of
running a verifier in the loop for each approach under consideration, and will
measure wall-clock time or some other metric for training time.

2 Related Work

Ensuring neural network safety or correctness is a highly open-ended task, and
the problem can be made arbitrarily challenging based on, for example, the choice
of safety properties, network dimension, benchmark task, and more. As such,
much past research has focused on the setting of robustness for neural networks,
where generalization properties can be more easily stated and proven. Motivated
by the challenge of adversarial attacks, in which imperceptible changes to neural
network inputs cause significant errors [19,7], tools for training provably robust
neural networks include DiffAI, which leverages an abstract interpretation ap-
proach inside the layers of the network itself using a zonotope domain [13,12];
CROWN [24] and its successor β-CROWN [21], which use linear or quadratic
functions to bound activation functions and provide a lower bound of distortion,
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further improved to handle neuron split constraints; and other tools. Additional
work with CROWN leveraged interval bound propagation (IBP) and used sched-
ule hyperparameters that gradually traded off standard and robust loss terms
[23]. Small-scale networks with one hidden layer were studied in [15], and a pio-
neering paper in the field overapproximated activation functions and used linear
programming to perform robust optimization [22]. Many tools for robust opti-
mization and learning use custom loss functions to incentivize robustness. The
survey [5] provides an overview of approaches for learning under constraints;
the work covers input-output constraints of the sort studied for the ACAS Xu
benchmark task [9].

Our first approach, which penalizes unsafety, takes a similar approach but de-
fines penalties with respect to safety specifications (in the form of input-output
constraints, for example), rather than robustness specifications (regularizing,
say, around individual training examples). Differentiable logics may offer a way
to encode safety specifications into the loss term in a general fashion, and we
look forward to exploring them further [4,25]. Our third safe training strategy,
which modifies the weights of a neural network in order to adhere to a safety
specification, has similar goals to recent research into Provable Repair for ML
systems. Past work has explored the complexity of modifying weights to guar-
antee performance [6], which is NP-complete at worst but can be simplified to
a linear program if only the last layer is analyzed, as we do. The tools PRDNN
and APRNN perform Provable Repair and have been applied to some of the
ACAS Xu networks to repair violated counterexamples [18,20]. We aim to study
PRDNN and APRNN in our future work, though the tools have limits in their
input dimensionality.

There are several tools, like Reluplex [9], Marabou [10], PRIMA [14], ERAN
[16,17], and others, focused on verifying that a neural network obeys a specifi-
cation, in the form of invariants: inputs in some domain must produce outputs
in some range.

The ACAS Xu system is a case study of considerable interest to the neural
network community as a benchmark due to its formally verified safety properties;
for example, it was examined in a closed-loop control context and found to be
unsafe [2].

3 Future Work and Conclusion

Motivated by the challenge of ensuring neural networks obey verification proper-
ties, we have presented work in progress investigating the performance of three
approaches to safe training of neural networks. Because of the highly open-
ended nature of this problem, we focus on a benchmark task of interest to the
machine learning verification community: the ACAS Xu neural network compres-
sion task. We propose integrating reachability-focused verifiers into the training
loop to modify neural networks either via heuristic or direct manipulation of
parameters, and present a few metrics we intend to study in order to exam-
ine the performance of these approaches. We invite comments on our research
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objectives and approach, and look forward to engaging with the broader com-
munity focused on deploying machine learning systems with rigorous guarantees
in safety-critical contexts.
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